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Introduction
Rule extraction is one of the main tasks in the Knowl-
edge Discovery process. Our hypothesis is that the in-
terestingness of rules is strongly related to statistical
independence between facts. Human reasoning assumes
by default statistical independence and when a rule
breaks this assumption it is considered interesting. This
fact has been noticed long ago and even proposed as a
principle for rule-interest measures. However, to the
best of our knowledge, nobody has correctly developed
this principle. Until now, when facing the evaluation of
a rule as ~4 ~/3, where ,4 and B are complex conditions
over a database universal relation, the way to evaluate
the independence breaking principle was evaluating the
fact that A and B were conditionally independent by
using a function as

RI(A ~ B) = Abs(IA A BI I’ 41NIVl)
We claim that this result comes from an oversimpli-

fied analysis of the situation. Suppose we are looking
for association rules. We have a database that contains
a set of transactions. Suppose we can have only three
items in each transaction and name them A,B and C.
We do the rule search from the small to the large rules.
Suppose that for rules with one condition you get:

Prob(C) 10%
A --+ C [Conf. = 80%, Support = 23500 registers]
B --¢ C [Conf. = 70%, Support = 52700 registers]

Both rules are clearly interesting because they change
the expected probability for item C, so we classify them
as such and show them to the user. Imagine we know
these two rules and we are told that for a concrete reg-
ister A and B are both present. What will we think on
the light of these rules about the presence of C? Com-
mon sense tells us that it is more plausible that C is
present than absent. Suppose that for rules with two
conditions you get:

A A B --~ C [Conf. = 10%, Sup. = 3500 registers]

RI(R) classifies the rule as extremely non-interesting.
However we find this rule very interesting, because it
allows us to know that the presence of A or B indi-
cates the presence of C only when they happen sepa-
rately, but not when they happen together. In other
words, considering the rule as interesting prevents us
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from making the default conclusion that A and B to-
gether strongly influence C.

Instead of calculating interestingness as the differ-
ence between knowing that rule and knowing nothing
we should calculate it as the difference between "know-
ing what we already know" and "knowing what we al-
ready know plus the rule we are trying to evaluate".

A necessary condition for interestingness
LetA, B, Cbefacts. ArulelikeR = {A~B}can
only be interesting if TU(R) is high.

A rule A A B -~ C can only be interesting if
Prob(ClA A B) is different of what we can predict with
the knowledge at hand. What has been done until now
is considering A A B as a single fact and calculating if

Prob(ClA A B) ¢ Prob(C)
where we can see Prob(C) as an approximation to
Prob(C]A A B) with the knowledge at hand. We claim
that this approximation can be improved. What we
propose is to consider that A A B is a composite fact,
and we should take advantage of this fact to improve
our approximation of Prob(C]A A B). If we have dis-
covered all the rules with one condition previously, the
real meaning of a rule as A A B -+ C is that A and
B together have a different effect than the addition of
the effects of A and B over C separately. That is, when
we say a rule like A A B --~ C is interesting, what we
are stating is that A and B are not conditionally inde-
pendent given C. Approximating Prob(C]A A B) by
assuming conditional independence of A and B given
C we find that a rule like A A B --~ C can only be
interesting if:

p .i~ -- ~ -- nx ~ P~oblA A C)Prob(B A lroo(t~ Ix 2~. z\ ~) 
P b(O)vo _ _

that is, if the conditional independence between A and
B given C is not fulfilled.

For bigger rules the evaluation gets harder because
different assumptions of conditional independence can
be made that generate different approximations to the
probability.

Conclusions
We have noticed a pitfall in the usual rule interest func-
tions and proposed an alternative method based on the
idea that human reasoning assumes independence be-
tween facts unless otherwise stated.
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